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HISTORY, NATIONLL REPUTATION, AID ENROLLWErf

The New Center for Learning (NCL), now in its thirteenth year, provides an

alternative. way for students to satisfy most of the general education

requirements at ETSU through an integrated interdisciplinary curriculum. Thus

for students, its primary goals are to help them to recognize and understand

the complex contexts in which their lives take shape, to prepare then to meet'

the challenges of living in the 21st century, and to foster the desire to

continue learning once the formal part of their education is over. For faculty,

it provides a vehicle for expanding their knowledge, improving teaching

techniques, experimenting and innovation, and developing greater collegiality.

"To be truly competitive," says SKIPs William F. Nay, "a university has to offer

something distinctive." The New Center for Learning makes ETSU unique, since

nothing comparable is available at other Texas public universities.
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History and Enrollment: JCL originated in 1974, when President F.H. McDowell,

after learning about New College at the University of Alabama, commissioned a

group of faculty to develop a.comparable innovative program at ETSU. A two-

year RPM grant funded the initial stages of the program which enrolled its

first students in fall 1975. We began with a small group of students and

faculty; over the years this has expanded to our current enrollment in fall 1987

of 209 students taking 290 classes and 13 faculty members teaching either one

or two NCL courses. Over 1500 students and 40 faculty members have

participated in the program during the past 12 years. We usually attract from

10-20% of entering freshmen; in fall 1987, we enrolled 22% of the new freshmen.

Moreover, NCL both attracts students and develops a significant number of

student leaders. We can claim more than our share of student senators, Golden

Leo's, Freshmen Leadership class members, Orientation leaders, Housing R.A.'s,

Sruudent Activities Board chairpersons, and publication editors (for one three

year period, all East Texas editors were NCL veterans, for instance). The close

relationship between NCL and these kinds of student organizations is also

evidenced by the frequent occasions when NCL faculty are called on to provide

training, speeches, workshops or colloquia for student groups.

lilitismaLrepigaituo As NCL developed, it has become a nationally known

iliturdisciplinary program. Typically, we made at least one presentation at a

national conference each year, until out-of-state travel monies were no longer

avtilable, We have had articles in several publications, including Perspectives:

The journal of the Association far General and Liberal Studies, The Southern
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fiUmanities Review, and Renewing Liberal Education: A Pricer by Francis J. Vuest.

Each of these resulted in inquiries about the program from all over the United

States. An article by one of our students, Dana XcGuire, will appear in the

spring issue of Voices of Youth, a publication of the Xeiklijohn Education

Foundation. The JCL program is listed and described in Interdisciplinary

Undergraduate Programs: A Directory published by the Association for

Integrative Studies in 1986.

PROGRAN DESCRIPTION

NCL predates national reform movement: In many ways, NCL anticipated what have

become major national trends in general education, as evidenced by recent

reports on undergraduate education issued by NEH, NIE, and AAC. The authors of

the AAC report, Integrity in the College Curriculum: A Report to the Academic

Cclamunity,seem to have NCL in mind when they write that "We believe that on

every campus there can be assembled for productive work faculty who care deeply

about good teaching and about a curriculum that would give substance, vitality,

and coherence to undergraduate education." The report's emphasis on active

learning and interdisciplinary studies supports what JCL has been doing for

over twelve years. Student involvement, high expectations, and assessment and

feedback are recommended in the NIE report, Involvement in Learning, as

conditions of excellence in undergraduate education. The New Center curriculum

and learning strategies are designed to involve students in learning and our

many writing assignments and projects give students constant feedback. In

discussing "Bright spots in the curriculum" the NEH report, To Reclaim A Legacy,



points out the weaknesses of "distribution requirements" in general education

and then states "A few colleges and universities have rejected this model in

favor of a course of studies in which all students Ghare a carefully designed

learning experience." Which is, of course, what JCL has been striving for since

nine years before the report was written. One college that adopted the core

model "reports that its faculty are enlivened intellectually by teaching the

core courses and that students' writing has improved considerably as a result

of a 'Writing Across the Core' program. Students, too, are excited by the new

curriculum. They say they are able to see relationships among fields, at they

talk about a renewed sense of a community of learning, a community that

includes faculty, students, and administrators," It would be bard to describe

the New Center for Learning experience better than this.

NCL components: We use a variety of means to achieve our goals: an integrated

curriculum, interdisciplinarity in all courses, team-teaching, creative teaching

strategies, and careful selection of dedicated faculty. Throughout the program,

we emphasize what have come to be known as our 6 Cs--Critical Thinking,

Communication, Comprehension, Connections, Commitment, and Community.

Curriculum; Our curriculum provides students with a "connected view" in that it

starts with individual concerns and moves to larger social groups and

ultimately the world community. In addition, it emphasizes connections between

the past, present, and future. Interdisciplinarity is integral to each course.

Although each course has a disciplinary prefix, content is never limited to a



single disciplinary approach because life is interdisciplinary. Rather,

materials and methods from several areas are represented. Team teaching in NCL

is not "turn teaching" but rather what Webster and Calhoun at the University of

North Carolina have called "concert teaching," in which all team members are

intimately involved in all aspects of the course, from planning through

classroom participatim to evaluation and grading. Our teaching strategies are

varied, with little emphasis on lecture and traditional testing, and extensive

use of both large and small group discussion, individual and group independent

learning projects, and demonstration of learning through writing. Our faculty

choose to teach in NCL, are dedicated to its purposes and its students, and are

willing to Invest the extra time and effort it requires.

The program consists of 12 three hour courses; ideally a student takes two

related courses each semester, although in practice this often does not happen.

The freshmen level courses focus on the individual. Self (Eng 188) helps

students discover, through reading and writing, who they are and what forces

have shaped them. Theories of Human Nature (Psy 188) looks at what it means

to be human by studying several philosophical and psychological theories. Self

and ethers (Eng 288) considers relationships with family, friends, and loved

ones, while the companion course, Self and Values (Eng 289) considers how we

make ethical decisions and how they affect our lives, The sop omore level

courses move out to consider society as well as the individual, American

Character (Hist 188), which looks at what it means to be an American, is paired

with a course in comparative cultures, America and China (PSci 288), in which

students become acquainted with an entirely different society, and see our own



society through different eyes. America and the Wald (Hist 189) considers

America's role in the 20th century, whereas Society and Values (PSci 289)

acquaints them with the effect of American values on their lives and America's

international role. The science courses, Science and the linvironaent (Sc3 289)

and Science and Society (Chem 289) look at our relationship to the physical

world and the influence of science and technological change on our lives. The

capstone courses, Shaping the Future (Eco 388) and The Global Village (Hist

388), consider alternative scenarios proposed by futurists and the challenges of

world interdependency,

NCL CONTRIBUTION TO E7S015 GOALS

Einancial Stability.

Retention: Of the 145 students enrolled in JCL in the fall 1986, 101 were still

enrolled in ETSU in the fall 1987, for a retention rate of 69.6% compared to an

overall university freshman to sophomore retention rate of 55%. (For rough

estimate of what this rate means in dollars and cents, please see attachment

#1). Several features of JCL likely contribute to this above average retention:

a. Ye work hard to achieve a "support group" atmosphere in JCL classes

because research shows that students struggling with lots of ambiguity

succeed in their struggles if they are in an emotionally supportive

environment. Ve khow students' names early; we ask them to call faculty

by first names; we require, read and respond personally to personal

journals by students; we stress open discussion and tolerance of diverse



ideas in class; and we generally pay attention to individuals in ways that

they recognize and appreciate.

b. We build into classes proven "college survival skills" such as time

management, personal goal and value clarification, summary writing, and

explicit attention to critical thinking and writing in our

interdisciplinary context.

c. When ETSU made it possible for students to preregister, NCL developed a

model for encouraging preregistation and early academic advising for our

students, The University Academic Advising office is now recommending

that model to academic departments.

Recruitment and marketing potential: The New Center is unique among Texas

public colleges and universities, offering the kind"of liberal education core

available only at a few selective and expensive private colleges. Given the

target markets ET recruiters aim for in high schools--the top students in

smaller, rural r._lools and the second level (ACT 20-25 or so) students in the

bigger city schools--NCL seems to us to offer lots of recruiting potential.

Xoreover, our experience over the years has been that returning, over-25 adult

students flourish in the NCL atmosphere, and a number of them have suggested

that NCL should recruit older students more aggressively. Although university

recruiters and marketing strategists have always seemed reluctant to use NCL as

bait for potential students, we think new students could be attracted 'to ETSI)

by the prospect of enrolling in NCL classes. NCL offers exactly the kind of

"special opportunity" that regular students appreciate and yet that is now



available only to the very best ET students through the Honors program and to

the highest risk students through Mach III.

Releuejleutrality,: With a student teacher ratio of about 15 to 1, JCL costs no

more than the university average to operate. We achieie this neutrality by

teaching overloads and by persuading qualified non-faculty to participate in our

team-teaching model, which is essential to the kinds of curriculum we offer and

to the kind of atmosphere we create.

Faculty Development

Faculty who teach in NCL have to learn new skills and information. Moreover,

they participate in a new kind of collegiality, one in which they are asked to

work with colleagues in planning and teaching courses not exclusively in their

speciality or even in their discipline. Most find the experience invigorating

and renewing. One New Center regular says that "It saved my sanity and got me

out of a rut. I learned to appreciate students more and colleagues a lot more."

"I went through a teacher training program," claims another, ° but learned more

about teaching in NCL, by team teachingcan't teach behind closed doors."

"Like a sabbatical" is the way a third NCL teacher describes teaching courses

in New Center. Another states that the New Center experience made him "a much

better teacherweb better at what I do in my department."

In a time wheel ETSU will be asking faculty to change in a variety of ways to

adapt to changing coditions, JCL can provide for some a kind of halfway house,
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a place where they can begin to experience personal change and renewal in a

supportive, innovative and pleasurable atmosphere. Those of us who struggle to

keep up with JCL enjoy it; the learning and adapting we do is fun, partly

because we do it together.

EducAtimal_bselleum

a. Gemeial_educatiaa: Although some people at ETSU feel threatened by NCI's

innovation, the fact is that, the New Center has been on the cutting edge

of general education reform for over a decade. The several national

studies and reports mentioned above called for the kinds of reforms that

NCL had implemented years earlier. Moreover, because NCL has succeeded at

ETSU since 1975, when the university began its study and revision of the

general education program, experience with many of the kinds of reforms

needed tinterdisciplinarity, writing-across-the-curriculum, cross-cultural

thinking, etc.) was already available. While some at ETSU approve neither

of NCL nor of ET's new University Studies program, it is clear that the

University Studies plan is more in tune with needed national reform than

was General Studies, just as it is indisputable that University Studies

benefitted from what we in NCL had learned over the years.

b, leachIng_excellenee: The 13 people teaching in the New Center this fall

have won 7 university teaching excellence awards, and all consider

themselves NCL regulars. All would agree, additionally, that NCL does more

than simply attract people who are good teachers in other settings, it
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helps all of us become better teachers. JCL deserves some of the credit

for winning these awards,

c. Integrative thlnkine: The New Center's curriculum is designed to be taken

sequentially and is a carefully integrated "core curriculum." Those

relatively few students who have taken most or all of the curriculum

testify that the curriculum works: they see the world and their

experience as more of a whole, they understand and feel the

interconnectedness of th'ngs. One such student stated "I realize how damn

lucky I was to have stumbled into New Center, I say this not because of

the actual material that I have studied because any information that I

really want I can learn on my own. Rather it is the new perceptions I

have gained, the new ways of thinking and looking at the world that make

me glad that the program exists."

But the majority of JCL students don't take the whole curriculum; they mix

it with regular general education courses or Honors courses. Even so,

most of these who take more than one or two JCL classes tell us in their

journals and course evaluations that they are more aware of connections

between their courses, that they begin to see how JCL courses help give

"meaning" to regular courses, that they come to understand how their JCL

learning is relevant; to the lives they lead as students and will lead as

college graduates and citizens in the world of work.



NEEDS AID OPPORTUNITIES

University commitment: Our chief need for the future is some assurance of a

future and the ability to plan. The kinds of innovation and team teaching and

planning that we do require that we know how many people we will have

available to teach and who they are. Ye recommend that each spring the ETSU

administration make a firm commitment to NCL for a specified number of

specific people to teach in the program for the next academic year. Commitment

beyond a yee, would be better. Commitment less than a year is nearly useless,

though better than none. Waiting until the 12th day to tell us who is available

for that semester is not satisfactory.

Hon - Traditional ataideata: As we suggested above, NCL might help alleviate

university budgetary pressures by attracting more of the adult students, who

respond very well to the program. We might try offering JCL classes during the

late afternoon or evening, tines more suitable to non-traditional students.

However, university support is essential to the success of this project.

We have often felt that many opportunities have been missed by NCL and the

university bi_ause of the lack of university long range commitment. Hand-to-

mouth existence is not conducive to maximum effectiveness. We have expanded

our class size to the maximum possible for this type of teaching, yet still have

difficulty in securing the required number of faculty. With assured, long range

12



support, JCL could further contribute to student recruitment and retention, to

faculty development, and to meeting the needs of traditional and non-traditional

students.
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A freshmen student enrolled for 16 low level credit 'mum (9 in

humanities/social science and 7 in math/science) will generate approximately

$1244 a semester, or $2488 a year without summer school, in revenues, as

follows:

in-state tuition, fees

formula funding

faculty salaries

department operating

$457

657

_AU

$1244

If the 145 students enrolled in JCL in fall 1986 left ETSU at our "normal" rate

of 45%, we would have lost 65 students, Instead, we lost only 44, for a

difference of 21 students "retained." If these 21 students stayed at ETSU only

one addfitional year, even if they took only low level courses, they would

generate an additional $52,248.

Compared to the overall university's record, NCL is doing well,


